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 The Makropoulos Affair

 

Janáček’s enigmatic and futuristic The Makropoulos 
Affair will be performed at the Grand Théâtre for the 
first time, from 26 October to 6 November 2020. It 
will be staged by the multiple award-winning director 
Kornél Mundruczó, whose world première of Voyage 
vers l’espoir at the Grand Théâtre had to be postponed 
because of Covid-19. The title role will be performed by 
Swiss soprano Rachel Harnisch, who was acclaimed 
by the press in this production, created at Opera 
Vlaanderen in 2016. 

Created in 1926 based on a play by Karel Čapek and 
with the score by Leoš Janáček, The Makropoulos Affair 
tells the story of the opera singer Emilia Mary, an eternal 
woman who lives to the age of 337 thanks to a secret 
potion. In reality, the figure seeking a human identity is 
Elina Makropoulos. Following a family dispute over an 
inheritance, the potion begins to lose its power and the 
daughter of a Cretan alchemist finally dies. A work of 
science-fiction combined with a psycho-thriller.  

Presented at Opera Vlaanderen by Aviel Cahn in 2016, 
Kornél Mundruczó’s production was praised in the 
press and by audiences (“a powerful performance” 
ConcertoNet, “a perfect production” La Libre.be). The 
renowned film-maker’s latest work, Pieces of a Woman, 
has just been shown at the famous Venice Film Festival, 
with female lead Vanessa Kirby winning the award for 
“Best Female Performance”. Back in Geneva, Kornél 
Mundruczó should have staged the world première by 
Christian Jost, based on Xavier Koller’s Oscar-winning 
film Journey of Hope. For Janáček’s opera, he creates 
a psycho-thriller that compares Emilia Marty with 
an extra-terrestrial being, giving the performance a 
marked science-fiction bent. Working with a set of 
meticulously spaced performers, he also inserts several 
enigmatic video sequences. If anyone is a real master of 
Czech repertoire, it is Tomáš Netopil, who will conduct 
the Orchestre de la Suisse romande (OSR). Among 
his many achievements are winning the first Georg 
Solti competition for orchestral conducting in 2002. 
Today, he is the principal guest conductor of the Czech 

Philharmonia and is a regular figure on the podium at 
the Staatsoper in Vienna. He is also the musical director 
of the Aalto theatre in Essen.
A GOLDEN VOICE  
Known and renowned for the many roles she has 
performed, particularly in contemporary pieces, Rachel 
Harnisch is a truly committed performer. Although 
her career began in close collaboration with Claudio 
Abbado in the classical repertoire, she is now often 
found playing the leading roles in 20th and 21st century 
works:  “I’ve finally been able to let a volcano erupt 
inside me. I learned the role of Emilia in very little time 
and it was my first encounter with the Czech language, 
but I immediately felt at home,” she explained in an 
interview with GTMagazine. Her performance at the 
première of the production at Opera Vlaaderen in 2016 
earned her some excellent reviews: “Swiss soprano 
Rachel Harnisch […] is a top-flight Emilia Marty.” 
(OperaOnline).

THE PLOT
The Gregor and Prus families have long been in dispute 
over an inheritance: Baron Prus is alleged to have died 
without leaving a will. Strangely, the famous opera 
singer, Emilia Marty, knows all kinds of details about 
the distant past and the baron’s life. She even claims 
to know where the will was hidden. Emilia is particularly 
interested in the mysterious document left with it. All the 
men around her fall for her charms, but she remains cold 
and distant. Only Jaroslav Prus will be allowed to share 
her bed, on condition that he gives her the document, 
which he does. The Gregor family’s lawyer, however, 
accuses Emilia of forgery. Pressed by the family, she 
admits the truth: her real name is Elina Makropoulos 
and she is 300 years old She has stayed alive thanks to 
a secret potion, the recipe for which can be found in the 
famous document: now she needs it urgently to remain 
immortal. When she decides to share her secret with the 
daughter of Vítek, the lawyer’s clerk, Kristina burns the 
document and Emilia dies.

“A powerful performance, supported by intense 
direction of the actors and a striking set design”

ConcertoNet

“A perfect production, which is both innovative in its conception  
and faithful to the spirit of the work” 

das Opernmagazin

“Swiss soprano Rachel Harnisch […] is a top-flight Emilia Marty.”
OperaOnline
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 The Makropoulos AffairImages from the production
Production Opera Vlaanderen, 2016
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